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by looking at the biology, chemistry and physics of wood structure (first 4 chapters). This sets the scene. Next key
chapters examine "wood quality" - explaining how and why wood quality can be so variable and implications for
processing.
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Chapter 2 : Locations of Wood-Using Mills in the Continental U.S.
Wood quality is examined, and explanations are offered on how and why wood quality varies and the implications for
processing. Finally, various "industrial processes" are reviewed and interpreted. All chapters have been written by
specialists, but the presentation targets a generalist audience.

Data on pulp mills across the continental United States were based on best available information as of
February Data on other mills in Western states and in Texas were collected in Data on other mills from the
remaining Southern states were collected from to Mill data for northern and north central states have thus far
not been updated since our previous dataset, so mill data in these states are derived from data collected
between and However, data for pulp mills in this and all the other regions were updated based on an FPL
survey conducted in Some mills may have closed or idled, relocated, or changed their name or address since
their information was collected. For pulp mills some effort was made to update their name, address and
operational status as of This was not undertaken for other mill types. See Southern Pulpwood Production, for
updated information on pulpmills in the Southern United States, including the map on page 4 and a table
starting on page Geolocation Collaborators provided information on mill type, name, and address to J. Pye in
the research unit "Economics of Forest Protection and Management. The service estimated latitude and
longitude for each mill and provided the county FIPS code and Census tract and block identifiers
corresponding to that location. When mapped, multiple mills can occur at exactly the same place. In this case
only one of the mills may be visible. This is particularly the case when mill addresses only offer Post Office
Box numbers, a common procedure. If the geocoding service could not identify an actual street address, it
provided a location based on the zipcode. Thus all mill addresses reporting Post Office box numbers in the
same zipcode will have identical locations. Users are encouraged to check the tabular information for example,
the dBase file for the complete information. On the other hand, a given company may operate diverse
processing equipment from a single location. If they purchase timber at a single location under one company
name, they will likely be listed as a single mill. Detailed information on each mill is available in the dBase IV
files. Each record in a data file corresponds to one mill. Record numbers created for each mill "mill-id"
uniquely identify the mill in this dataset. Name changes, openings, and closings would make such an effort
difficult and error prone. Records also contain an identifier for the source which provided it. The included
location data represent information on thousands of mills from the continental United States. Errors can arise
from different sources including errors in mailing addresses and in geocoding. While we have tried to
minimize our own procedural errors and corrrect a few of the more obvious errors from other sources, there
are doubtless errors still remaining in some of the records, over and above the imprecisions inherent in
geocoding in general and on accepting Post Office Box addresses in particular. The GIS coverages and
ArcView shapefiles automatically include several GIS-standard variables describing shape, perimeter, and
internal record ID, but these are of limited use in a point coverage. More generally useful are the remaining
variables. Each mill has one row of data, and each row in the dBase file contains seventeen variables text and
numerical. In order, the fields in the table and shapefiles are: Prestemon, a unique identifier of each mill and
survey combination. The number is not repeated in this, earlier, or subsequent surveys. The next best
coordinates, with one exception, were obtained by submitting mill address information to Tele Atlas N. These
coordinates were those of the town nearest the mill. These are the locations provided in the accompanying data
set. Note that some mills identified as originating from one region were actually located in another region.
This occurred where the physical locations of mills were different from the company headquarters of the mill.
Regions and their included states are as follows: Six types were identified:
Chapter 3 : Primary wood processing and beech timber - Forestfalt Servicii
Wood is a complex biological material. It is found in the stems and roots in most larger land plants. To the materials
scientist and engineer it has measurable properties, to the economist it is a.
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Chapter 4 : Forest Products Network
Primary processing is the first stuff you have to do to make lumber out of a tree. The exact line that's drawn to
differentiate between primary and not-primary is somewhat arbitrary. Gene's guideline is sure to be where that line is
customarily drawn.
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Primary wood processing: principles and practice. [J C F Walker] -- Covering various forest industries, this book
considers the broad question "what is wood?" by looking at the biology, chemistry and physics of wood.

Chapter 6 : Primary Wood Processing: Principles and Practice - John C.F. Walker - Google Books
Primary wood processing Our line of conveyors and equipment used for primary wood processing: 1. Conveyors used
for the transport and storage of logs.

Chapter 7 : Definition of Primary Process
Rather it is an uneven selection of examples whose interplay across disciplines hopefully illuminates what drives the
practice of forest production, wood processing and consumer preferences. The choice of material is arbitrary reflecting
personal biases.

Chapter 8 : Primary Wood Processing : John C.F. Walker :
No competitor in regard to philosophical approach of the book ; Only book covering the subject in a way comprehensible
for the generalist ; Only interpretive book in the field to give insight and recognition of alternative perspectives.

Chapter 9 : Primary wood processing: principles and practice.
Wood processing is an engineering discipline comprising the production of forest products, such as pulp and paper,
construction materials, and tall oil.
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